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Executive summary 
 
Addressing grand challenges requires NOAA to shift from internally driven technology development to 
being the conductor of partners in the full orchestra of innovation.  NOAA already recognizes the value 
of public-private partnerships (P3s) in achieving collaborative development, employing a Technology 
Partnerships Office that focuses on Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) to 
share government facilities, intellectual property, and expertise. To help NOAA enhance this culture, the 
Science Advisory Board formed a P3 Committee to examine ways that NOAA can further help the private 
sector flourish in emerging areas.   
 
The Committee met for 15 months, holding discussions with experts and industry representatives. The 
Committee focused more on the relationship than financial aspects of P3, recognizing that successful 
P3s are engagement relationships that include support, feedback, and sharing of technical and business 
processes.  The Committee developed three core recommendations:  
 
1) Clarify NOAA’s future directions so industry can identify investment opportunities  

NOAA has a history of clear and mutually supportive roles with the private sector weather 
forecasting community. There is opportunity to expand that model to other areas within NOAA’s 
mission, such as Space Weather, Climate Services, and Coastal Management.  Key to this, is 
clarifying NOAA’s future directions with enough specificity for investors/developers to 
understand where untapped opportunities exist, and where they do not. The report provides 
recommendations for how NOAA can share information and answer questions in a way that 
spurs industry to fill needs and avoid duplication.       

2) Enhance a nurturing environment for fledgling technology  
NOAA has several mechanisms for engaging industry in technology development, but these do 
not typically address what happens after the initial phase(s) of investigation or development.  
NOAA should help its partners beyond the initial investment phase, often referred to as 
“crossing the “valley of death”. These mechanisms should include identification of Project 
Champions and workshops to share progress with potential next-stage investors and buyers.  
NOAA should also seek a mechanism, like DARPA as a Technology Accelerator, to stimulate and 
drive innovation in areas that align with NOAA's mission.   

3) Promote industry standardization to foster adoption of innovative technologies 

Widespread adoption of novel technologies is often dependent on standardization within an 
industry, as variable results from different providers create information barriers. There are 
many entities NOAA needs to engage to achieve technology standardization. NOAA does well in 
coordinating its research with other federal agencies, but could do a better job with entities 
such as States and industry trade groups.  NOAA should strengthen partnerships with these 
groups and develop a hand-off strategy, seeking to be the trusted partner that facilitates 
collaboration, rather than being the primary entity responsible for standards creation.   

 
These recommendations aim to foster an innovative environment within NOAA that creates strong 

partnerships with external entities, bringing new technologies to NOAA and the market where they align 

with NOAA’s mission. The Committee believes that implementing the report’s recommendations will 

foster a more effective public-private partnership program.    
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Introduction 
 

NOAA has a long history of engaging in and supporting research and development. However, 
addressing grand national and global challenges that fall within NOAA’s domain will require the 
Agency to shift its focus from internally-driven technology development to being the conductor 
of partners and partnerships in the full orchestra of innovation across the entire environmental 
symphony.  NOAA can help identify problems to be addressed, challenge academia and private 
industry to find solutions, be part of the testing and certification environments as an impartial 
entity that validates technology and helps create an on-ramp to its use, and support transitions 
to internal use or external markets.  
 
The P3 Committee recognizes that NOAA already does some of this, especially through funding 
programs.  However, the Committee thinks developing a stronger culture of innovation requires 
NOAA to have deeper engagement with partner organizations, greater clarity of need, and self-
restraint. This will allow the private sector to flourish in emerging areas, evolve a greater 
commitment to nurturing new technology, and create the handoffs that permit innovations to 
become operational. These steps will increase the likelihood that investments made will 
achieve market purchase and solve pressing social and environmental issues.  
 
Public-private partnerships (P3s) provide varied and focused opportunities for collaborative 
technological development, often without directly providing all funds from NOAA’s 
appropriations.  NOAA already recognizes the value of P3s and employs a Technology 
Partnerships Office dedicated to achieving collaborative development primarily using 
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), in which NOAA can share 
government facilities, intellectual property, and expertise in collaborative interactions to help 
create useful, marketable products for public benefit. However, CRADA’s generally do not allow 
NOAA to provide funding. 
 
Not all new technology that comes to or winds its way through the agency will succeed.  If 
NOAA achieves a 100% success rate with its technology developers, perhaps NOAA is not taking 
enough risk.  Conversely, witnessing a trajectory of success that increases over time will be an 
important metric of success.  Success will increase if NOAA concentrates not only on 
strengthening existing programs, but also engages more deeply with its partners across the 
entire development chain, addresses NOAA’s internal impediments to risk taking, increases 
commitments to resourcing engagements with outside partners, and commits to sharing risks 
of technology important to NOAA’s mission. 
 
To understand how to help NOAA engender more - and more effective - public-private 
partnerships, the P3 Committee was launched to investigate additional methods and practices 
for NOAA. The group began its work in January 2022 and established its focus to include: 
 

● clarifying NOAA’s role 
● lessons learned 
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● collaborative data collection 
● complimentary planning for future services 
● engagement in public decision processes 
● workforce development 
● shared technology development 
● transitioning of NOAA-developed technologies into routine application  

 
Over the next 15 months the P3 Committee held discussions with numerous industry 
representatives and interviewed 12 guest speakers, including P3 experts from within NOAA, 
federal P3 experts outside of NOAA, and private industry P3 experts, and explored other agency 
approaches (e.g., DoD).  In conducting its work, the Committee interpreted the private portion 
of P3 broadly to include any non-federal entity - universities, non-governmental organizations, 
local governments, and private industry. 
 
Throughout its work the P3 Committee focused predominantly on the relationship aspects of 
P3 and less on the financial aspects.  It recognized that successful P3s are relationships of 
engagement that include support, feedback, and sharing of technical and business processes.  It 
also recognized that technology and innovation are simultaneously scientific, cultural, and 
economic.  All three aspects are important for success.  The Committee believes a powerful P3 
will address the cultural aspects of innovation as well as the financial strength and necessary 
business / market development required.  Attention to all of these by NOAA increases the 
likelihood of the innovation’s success.   
 
The P3 Committee identified three places along the development path on which to focus its 
recommendations:  

1) Clarify the public and private roles:  Identifying the marketplace activity and clarifying 
NOAA’s future directions to fill unmet needs with enough specificity so partner- 
investors and developers easily understand where untapped opportunities exist, and 
where they do not. 

2) Enhance a nurturing environment: Helping external researchers and technology 
developers beyond the initial investment phase (such as beyond an initial program or 
grant), often referred to as “crossing the “valley of death” for new technologies. 

3) Develop standards: Creating and engaging in active partnerships to promote 
functionally defined technology standards across new and emerging platforms, thus 
accelerating deployment and achieving better outcomes.  

 
The P3 Committee report is organized with a chapter describing each of these three classes of 
activities.  Each chapter includes a background section describing findings, recommendations 
for actions NOAA can undertake to improve implementation of P3s, and clarifying examples 
that illustrate how those recommendations can be, or in some cases have been, successfully 
implemented.  By implementing these recommendations, the P3 Committee believes NOAA will 
foster more effective public-private partnerships to help take on their grand challenges. 
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Clarify NOAA’s future directions  
NOAA’s mission is considerably larger than its current funding capacity, with this gap continuing 
to grow. Mission-aligned problems grow, complexity increases, data flow increases, 
environmental and social factors change rapidly all adding further to complexity.  Fortunately, 
the academic, private sector and NGO communities have been growing strong research, and 
technological and service capabilities that align with, and nicely compliment, NOAA’s mission.  
For instance, mutually supportive roles have been developed between NOAA/NWS and the 
private sector weather forecasting community, resulting in the most successful weather 
enterprise in the world, one that delivers trusted products globally to both industry and 
citizens.   
 
This collaborative model of working was made possible by first identifying the unique roles for 
each element of the public, private, and academic sectors, and then by actively nurturing the 
relationships that enable joint planning and continued growth and responsiveness to changing 
needs. 
 
Several other areas within NOAA’s mission, such as Space Weather, Climate Services, Coastal 
Management, and Ocean Resource Management, are ripe for adopting this model of sharing 
joint plans more deeply and of collaboratively identifying complementary roles.  In the case of 
Space Weather, for example, there are well-established academic and private sector players.  In 
other cases, such as Climate Services, the field of private sector and NGO contributors is rapidly 
expanding and serving the evolving global needs.  In still other cases such as Coastal 
Management, not only are academic, private sector and NGO entities involved, but local and 
state governments are active, as are private consultants and technology developers.  
 
NOAA’s Weather Water and Climate Strategy: FY23-27 acknowledges the importance of 
Strategic Partners, but it does not offer any information about how such partnerships will be 
built, and critically, how communication among the partners will be enabled.  Plans may be well 
laid out and the directions may serve the country, but details on timing, spatial resolution of 
products, and delivery mechanisms are beyond the scope of this document.  These details, 
however, are critical to investors, who must understand the potential value of their proposed 
investments, and to innovators, who need to see a pathway to a viable market outlet for their 
work.  
 
The primary desired outcomes of these recommendations are that NOAA will: 

1. Learn from the success of the weather enterprise. 
2. Work synergistically with private and academic partners to address critical needs while 

avoiding redundancies.  
3. Clarify future NOAA directions so investors understand where untapped opportunities 

exist. 
 
 
Recommendations 
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1. Actively explore non-federal activities early in planning to assure NOAA is not competing 
with the private sector in areas well covered by them.  Increased understanding should save 
NOAA resources and assure that only unmet needs are prioritized for NOAA investments. 

 
2. Engage early with partners to share information and answer questions in the private, 

academic, NGO, and local government spaces to make clear NOAA plans, which may clarify 
what is already written in Planning Documents. Recommended venues for these targeted 
communications include: 

 
● Routine/periodic public meetings in which NOAA describes future plans and 

articulates specifics and timelines along with scoping issues. 
● Annual formal statements of plans and technology needs by NOAA which include 

updates of previously shared plans. 
● Briefings at scientific, professional, academic society, and industry fora 
 

These fora will be most useful if NOAA communicates specific activities, budgets, and timelines, 
to the extent that this information is appropriate (and legal) for sharing.  NOAA should also seek 
out information to identify and confirm what is well-handled in the private sector to avoid 
duplication. For example, what is currently being done in coastal environments and what 
additional new solutions are needed in high and low energy coastal environments to stabilize 
climate-induced shoreline changes?  Similarly, how might downscaled sensor networks, 
deployable at localized scales, help drive observations of ecological and hydrological health and 
accrue benefits to local decision makers?   
 
The highly successful weather enterprise has indicated the need for more open future planning.  
Because of rapidly changing capabilities in the private sector for computing, observations, and 
forecast delivery, the community is eager for less adherence to rigid, previously defined roles, 
and is more in favor of more open planning and flexibility in meeting future needs.  Other 
communities are likely to benefit from this more open, complementary planning as well. 
 
Example of how NOAA can improve overall outcomes 
NOAA’s 5-year Aquaculture Strategic Plan identifies one objective as: “Explore innovative 
approaches for fostering growth of early-stage aquaculture companies, new technologies for 
aquaculture production, and development of new products and customers (e.g., innovation 
incubators or accelerator programs).”   
 
This is a good example of a NOAA plan that generally indicates intention and focus but has 
wording too vague to enable planning from the private and academic sectors.   A private sector 
company may have a variety of questions such as, “What is the budget for this program?”  “Are 
grants being considered as part of the innovative approaches?” “Will this include wild-catch or 
controlled farming?”  “Will the scope include aquaculture-pollutant efforts?” Knowing these 
details is critical for an outside-NOAA entity in this space to understand before they can 
successfully do their own planning.   
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Two solutions to assure that NOAA and private sector entities respect each other’s strengths 
and role are:  1) to have NOAA review private sector capabilities before embarking on new 
products and services, and 2) to support more communication from NOAA when it does expand 
its role to new products and services.  Just as NOAA does not need to develop weather apps for 
phones because the private sector has this service well covered, NOAA may not need to embark 
on various climate and space weather services that are already covered by the private sector.  
NOAA’s mission is better served, and resources better managed by having NOAA support 
expanding fundamental observations and developing foundational research models.  These 
suggested solutions require more direct communication between NOAA and the private sector. 
These efforts will allow more efficient use of public funds as well as more able and nimble 
private sector activities.    
 
 
Enhance a nurturing environment for fledgling technology 
 
Public-private partnerships require several critical elements for successful engagement. These 
include finding a receptive environment for generating and developing ideas and technologies, 
nurturing the development of the technology along the ideation and testing phases, and then 
seeing it into its deployment, whether in NOAA or to the market.  The nurturing phase of P3 
involves supporting the business model and relationships that can propel a technology or 
process into successful deployment, and without which innovative approaches too often wither 
away in the “valley of death.”   This nurturing should be specifically about technologies that 
help NOAA meet its mission or that help outside entities address problems that align with 
NOAA’s mission.  On the one generating-and-developing hand, NOAA is a co-developer, and on 
the other nurturing hand, NOAA is a facilitator.   
 
While NOAA has several investment and engagement mechanisms already in place, such as 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), CRADAs, and Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) 
programs to begin partnerships, these do not frequently address what happens after the initial 
phase(s) of investigation or development conclude.  In some cases, arrangements are akin to 
granting programs (flows of money), and others are partnership programs (resource sharing). 
Even given a successful initial development phase with NOAA support, after the project’s close 
many technologies face the valley-of-death problem, leaving developers with a proven concept 
but no way to link up with or attract the next phases of capital needed for scale-up, 
manufacturing, marketing, and eventually sales.  In some cases, NOAA may be a technology off-
taker, but this should not be the sole goal.  NOAA is not a market by itself, able to drive great P3 
innovation.  The goal of the successful P3 relationship should be to facilitate and enable 
technological development that addresses mission-aligned problems and that includes external 
market uptake and success as a key program evaluation factor.  
 
NOAA could be a powerful partner in facilitating mission-aligned solutions that address not only 
technical development but also get the solutions out to solve NOAA needs, or to the market to 
solve pressing environmental and systemic challenges.  Examples include small sensor 
development, autonomous systems, artificial intelligence (AI) interpretation / assessment of 
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large complex data sets, satellite and related observational technologies for weather and 
environmental observation, and large computational capacity.  
 
Recommendations 

1. Provide greater follow-through for innovative technology collaboration, regardless 
of whether it is facilitated through an MOU, CRADA, SBIR investment or other 
mechanism.  Good stewardship of these investments is critical to help bridge the 
"valley of death" and increase the successful deployment of the developed product 
or service, either with NOAA as an off-taker, or to non-NOAA entities that include the 
commercial marketplace.  

 NOAA should strive to remove specific barriers that prevent the use of 
commercial innovations supporting NOAA's mission.  It’s been mentioned 
that technologies developed in one line office may have difficulty in getting 
implemented or adopted in another line office.  

 NOAA should seek a mechanism like DARPA or ARPA (see example below), as 
a NOAA Technology Accelerator or NOAA Innovation Unit, to stimulate and 
drive an innovation ecosystem in areas of tech development that align with 
NOAA's mission.  This institutional entity will require a commitment of staff 
and resources, modeled after successful DoD and other agency programs. 

 
2. Use Project Champions to create an environment of innovation and “ownership” of 

successful projects. 

 Assign an agency focal point as a Project Champion for every P3 effort, 
regardless of the vehicle used.  This person (acting with the project team and in 
combination with other such “navigators”) would be an advocate for inclusion of 
private-sector technology in NOAA programs.  They should develop (or be hired 
with/for) deep connection(s) to other federal and private market programs and 
entities.   

 Make sure rewards for this role in annual evaluations and promotions are 
properly aligned.  If this is just “extra work” then the likelihood of success 
diminishes.  

 Project Champions should meet periodically (e.g., monthly) to share lessons, 
challenges and create stronger linkages to support innovation within NOAA. 

 Support Project Champions with an “Innovation Steering Group” to help identify 
and guide innovation efforts, create innovation pathways, and assure project 
integrity.  

 Have champions or navigators have a line of sight directly to senior 
management.  

3. Host periodic and routine regional or national sectoral workshops or meetings (like 
“Tech Bridges”).   These gatherings would be places where companies and NOAA 
present their progress, successes, and challenges (subject to confidentiality interests) 
to high-level program staff, invited external partners, and potential next-stage 
investors.  This will create additional line of sight between a developing technology 
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and market potential either within NOAA or the federal government, or in the 
external marketplace. 

 Create sharing opportunities and fora where external investors, market 
actors (buyers) and others can learn about innovative and mission-aligned 
technology development.  Finding the linkages and handoffs from the P3 
engagements to the external environment presents innovation as a value 
chain from ideation to testing and proof of concept to scale-up to product 
development to adoption.  NOAA has roles along the entire chain of 
innovation and can help with the requisite relationships and handoffs once 
the NOAA / P3 engagement has concluded.   

 
The P3 Committee believes NOAA could accelerate this success path if it can bring 
continued/additional capital to invest in the most promising and mission-aligned emerging 
solutions, as well as create an institutional focal point such as the NOAA Innovation Unit. A 
recommendation and some specific actions may include: 
 

4. NOAA should pursue a substantial increase in fiscal capacity to stimulate 
technology development.  The need for NOAA to take a more active role in the 
nurturing phases of technology development is as much a cultural commitment and 
alignment of rewards for risk taking as it is a fiscal commitment.   The two are 
intertwined and co-equal.   

 Explore streamlined Commercial Solutions Opening (CSO) where CSO seeks 
proposals for innovative, commercial technologies that accelerate attainment of 
NOAA capabilities. 

 Explore greater use or expansion of “Other Transaction Authorities” (OTAs) to 
pursue flexible, innovative business arrangements and risk-sharing for technology 
advancement or prototypes.  

 Pursue Small Business Investment Corporations with the U.S. Small Business 
Administration (SBA) to access low-cost, government-backed capital to invest in U.S. 
small businesses. 

 Develop an annual process to identify and convey technology needs to the 
commercial sector, expanding beyond professional “academic” organizations to 
reach small business and industry. 

 
Example of a mechanism to nurture innovation 

One example of an innovation ecosystem is the Department of Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA). For sixty years, DARPA has held to a singular and enduring mission: to 
make pivotal investments in breakthrough technologies for national security.  The genesis of 
that mission dates to the launch of Sputnik in 1957, and a commitment that the U.S. would be 
the initiator and not the victim of strategic technological surprises.  Working with innovators 
inside and outside of government, DARPA has repeatedly delivered, transforming revolutionary 
concepts and seeming impossibilities into practical capabilities, including game-changing 
military innovations such as precision weapons and stealth technology, but also icons of 
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modern civilian society like the Internet, automated voice recognition and language translation, 
and Global Positioning System receivers small enough to embed in consumer devices. 

DARPA explicitly reaches for transformational change instead of incremental advances.  It 
works within an innovation ecosystem that includes academic, industry and governmental 
partners, which work with DARPA to create new strategic opportunities and novel outcomes.  
For decades, this interlocking ecosystem of diverse collaborators has provided an innovative 
and nurturing environment for the intense creativity that DARPA is designed to cultivate. 

DARPA also benefits greatly from special statutory hiring authorities and alternative contracting 
vehicles that allow the Agency to take quick advantage of opportunities to advance its mission.  
These legislated capabilities have helped DARPA continue to execute its mission effectively.   
Other DoD efforts include the Defense Innovation Unit with notable innovation success and 
processes.   The recommendations that follow draw heavily from DoD success and lessons 
learned. 
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Promote industry standardization  
 

As a critical follow-on to innovation, technology development and testing (proof of concept and 

scale-up), standardization is essential for the widespread adoption of novel technologies. 

Measurements from sensors by different manufacturers and results from different laboratories 

(e.g., accuracy of spectral correction factors, wavelength dependency in measurement 

precision and accuracy within and between instruments, and differing data correction 

procedures) are hard to compare – or even relatively meaningless – unless there is 

standardization across providers, and non-standard communication protocols create 

information barriers. 

Standardization and method development can be achieved using functional specifications, 

traceability to reference standards, and standard operating procedures (SOPs). A well-crafted 

set of functional/performance specifications can be used to optimize designs for product and 

service offerings by industry, resulting in economic and scientific benefit for all stakeholders. 

NOAA often relies on outside parties for standardization, for instance: 
● The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) collaborates with NOAA on standards 

for data exchange and many other areas to support weather forecasting. 
● The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) works with NOAA on 

calibration / accuracy of environmental sensors and instruments used in weather and 
climate research. 

● The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) works with NOAA on interoperability and 
sharing of geospatial data used in weather and climate research and forecasting. 

● The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) works with NOAA on issues related to 
climate and weather data standardization. 
 

NOAA does well in coordinating its research with other federal agencies through, for example, 
the National Oceanographic Partnership Program, but the Committee thinks it could do a better 
job with other entities.  For example, most States have laboratory accreditation bodies that 
ensure method standardization and implement laboratory accreditation. States are often a key 
client for NOAA-developed technologies, but NOAA is not well-connected to these programs.  
 
Standardization for some technologies is also achieved through industry trade organizations; 
non-government standards (NGSs) are developed, established, coordinated, and approved by 
private sector organizations with wide membership using a consensus process.   However, the 
P3 Committee could not find examples of NOAA working in partnership with them to assure 
standardization, even in cases where NOAA provided early support of the technology 
development. Except when inconsistent with law or otherwise impractical, Section 12(d) of 
Public Law 104-113 requires that federal agencies use NGSs in lieu of government specifications 
and standards. 
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Recommendations: Technology Standardization and Performance Specifications 
 
1. Strengthen partnerships with other entities that will help standardize technologies and 

functional specifications in which NOAA has invested.  These avenues may be formal 
relationships, but they may also take the form of workshops that facilitate co-creation of 
SOPs and the requisite testing that proceeds SOP development. A balance needs to be 
sought, the goal being to facilitate adoption without unduly constraining the creative 
innovation of new methods, and adapting to ubiquitous technologies (e.g.  internet/IoT, 
wireless communications) that can achieve NOAA’s goals. 

 
2. Develop a programmatic approach for hand-offs, particularly partnerships with States that 

have responsibility for standardization. Further partnerships with existing standards 
organizations that have the framework required to sustain and advance standards as the 
technologies evolve (e.g., ANSI, WMO, NIST, OGC).  The Committee thinks this is a role that 
the project champions can help facilitate.  NOAA should seek to be the trusted partner that 
facilitates collaboration among States/NGSs and method developers / manufacturers, 
rather than be responsible for creating the standard. NOAA is right for this role because 
they have clarity about use cases but are often not the final client or market buyer for the 
developers or providers.   

 
 
The P3 Committee recognizes that determining the timing for when standardization is 
appropriate can be challenging. Pushing for standardization too early can stifle development, 
but failing to standardize methods and processes and design suppresses adoption and make 
innovative approaches unsustainable. The solution is to focus on performance specifications 
and desired outcomes rather than on technical details. A key objective, particularly for 
emerging technologies, is to determine which aspects of the technology are crucial to its 
performance and which are less important to the resulting measurements or predictions.   
 
Example 1: Environmental DNA as a standardization success story in the making 
 
NOAA is making large investments in measurement of environmental DNA (eDNA), in which 
biota can be tracked by measuring the genetic material they slough into the environment. 
eDNA holds the promise for assessing life in the aquatic environment in ways that were 
unimaginable just a decade before.  The technology has matured to the point of critical 
scientific credibility, but there are many facets of the techniques and equipment that have not 
yet been fully standardized.  Resource managers have expressed eager interest in the 
technology but have also expressed concern that researchers are still using a wide range of 
genetic markers and libraries in implementation, making it difficult to determine method 
repeatability.  Compounding this challenge is that at least eight different federal agencies are 
investing in the technology using a range of different approaches.   
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NOAA can perform a mission-aligned service by helping to create a cohesive and standardized 
environment for this technology to flourish in federal, private, and not-for-profit use.   This was 
seen by the P3 Committee as a critical aspect of supporting the entire innovation chain in the 
tech development cycle.   

 
Recognizing the need at least for synchronization, if not for standardization, of methods, NOAA 
helped initiate two national eDNA workshops, one held in 2019 and the other in 2022.  The first 
workshop served to enhance coordination among federal agencies, and with many of the 
academics that the federal agencies were funding. The second workshop enhanced 
participation to include equal participation by States, industry, and private foundations, all of 
which agreed that commercialization and adoption of this technology would require greater 
consistency than the present array of techniques. A working group was formed at the second 
workshop to determine how and what aspects to standardize. They concluded that the next 
logical step in standardization is a “bake-off” to determine how, and which aspects, of the 
varied techniques produce the greatest differences in results. Private foundations that see the 
potential for this technology have tentatively offered to fund such a study, illustrating how a 
public-private partnership can advance technology. NOAA, in partnership with several other 
federal agencies, has agreed to host another workshop in 2024 to hear the outcomes of that 
study and discuss development of a national eDNA standard set of practices.    
 
Example 2: Aviation Weather Observations standardization 
 
Wind sensors have grown from a sensor that cleared the propwash of a DC-3 to multiple, 
expensive sensors for meteorological modeling serving large carriers, beyond the minimum 
necessary for safety of flight.  Specifically, only two metrics are required:  1) altimeter setting 
(reflecting local barometric pressure to determine runway height and 2) visibility.  The current 
single standard, set jointly by the National Weather Service and Federal Aviation 
Administration, at large airports for major commercial carriers is physically unachievable in land 
acreage, airspace physical spacing is not affordable for 4,500 private use airports, and 14,000 
private airfields.  NWS and FAA have also removed eligibility of private sector weather 
observation systems from federal funding assistance through the Airports Improvement 
Program (AIP).  These same private sector systems are used internationally for military and 
civilian use, without such restrictions. The basis for prohibition is unclear as NWS surface 
weather observations specifically allow use of observations from multiple sources, without 
technical standards (Figure 1) and without requiring approval of every change made within 
private sector products and services or requiring the use of federal personnel in every phase of 
installation, activation, enhancements, and maintenance.  Current NWS/FAA denials in the US 
marketplace for use of private investments in aviation weather systems and data provision or 
dissemination through the National Weather System (NADIN/WMSCR) discourages further 
investment, innovation, and collaborative efforts to support NOAA’s mission.  The NWS and 
FAA should work with the private sector to enable safe and effective access. 
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Figure 1. Table from Surface Weather Observations and Reports FCM-H1-2019 
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Conclusion 
 

These recommendations aim to foster an innovative environment within NOAA that creates 
strong partnerships with external entities, with the result of bringing new technologies and 
solutions to NOAA and to the market where they align with NOAA’s mission. 
 
As the lead federal agency with its operational mission in these areas, NOAA can and should 
enable a robust industry that complements NOAA’s services and extends the value of NOAA’s 
science, data, and services by being even more communicative about their plans for future 
efforts.  Similarly, NOAA may find the plans of their partners in these areas useful for NOAA’s 
prioritization of investments.  
 
NOAA’s plans may overlap directly with activities in the private sector.  Just as there is no need 
for NOAA to create weather apps for mobile phones because they are well-developed and well-
supplied by the private sector, there is no need for NOAA to duplicate climate risk products 
which are currently developed and well-supplied by NGOs or provided by the private sector. 
 
It was an honor and a great learning experience for the P3 Committee members to speak with 

some NOAA leaders and private industry in generating these recommendations. The Committee 

saw passion and a mission-based mindset to serve the complex and broad communities to 

whom they support on natural resource, environmental, informational, social, and economic 

problems.  The very breadth of responsibilities can make the work difficult, and, at times, easy 

to segment or silo.  The P3 Committee observed across the NOAA representatives interviewed a 

deep desire to engage broadly and drive solutions forward.   
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https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3277453/dod-modernization-relies-on-rapidly-leveraging-commercial-technology/
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3277453/dod-modernization-relies-on-rapidly-leveraging-commercial-technology/
https://www.diu.mil/about
https://www.diu.mil/work-with-us
https://defensescoop.com/2023/01/25/defense-innovation-unit-aims-to-build-upon-its-history-making-deliveries-in-2022/
https://defensescoop.com/2023/01/25/defense-innovation-unit-aims-to-build-upon-its-history-making-deliveries-in-2022/
https://www.diu.mil/fy22-year-in-review
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https://www.faa.gov/airports/aip 
 
https://downloads.ctfassets.net/3nanhbfkr0pc/5guJIhcMGwIgoop4z9r5QM/89f44fe62f981e5f0
d28932618719196/DIU_Annual_Report_FY22_Final_0131.pdf 
 
https://www.sba.gov/partners/sbics/apply-be-sbic 
 
https://www.icams-portal.gov/resources/ofcm/fmh/FMH1/fmh1_2019.pdf 
 
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/10610/fair-weather-effective-partnership-in-
weather-and-climate-services 
 
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/12540/observing-weather-and-climate-from-the-
ground-up-a-nationwide 
 
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/space-weather-operations-and-research-
infrastructure-workshop-phase-ii 
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https://downloads.ctfassets.net/3nanhbfkr0pc/5guJIhcMGwIgoop4z9r5QM/89f44fe62f981e5f0d28932618719196/DIU_Annual_Report_FY22_Final_0131.pdf
https://www.sba.gov/partners/sbics/apply-be-sbic
https://www.icams-portal.gov/resources/ofcm/fmh/FMH1/fmh1_2019.pdf
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/10610/fair-weather-effective-partnership-in-weather-and-climate-services
https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/10610/fair-weather-effective-partnership-in-weather-and-climate-services
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https://nap.nationalacademies.org/catalog/12540/observing-weather-and-climate-from-the-ground-up-a-nationwide
https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/space-weather-operations-and-research-infrastructure-workshop-phase-ii
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